A FREE GUIDE

Your Guide To
Healthy Hair!
CHOZEN ROOTZ

WELCOME
Our commitment to our audience is to
educate and produce quality haircare
products that will make you fall in love with
your hair again.
You are not alone in your natural haircare
journey and this is why Chozen Rootz is
dedicated to the natural haircare community
to produce all natural ingredients that
moisturizes and nurtures your natural hair.
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Washing Your
Hair

If you have natural hair, you
know that finding the right
shampoo and conditioner can
be a struggle.

There are so many products
out there that claim to be good
for natural hair, but not all of
them live up to the hype.
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Natural hair doesn't need to be
washed as often as straight hair
textures but we do need to wash
our hair consistently to keep it
healthy. As a general rule,
natural hair should be washed
about every 7-10 days, however,
everyone's crown is different, so
the frequency truly depends on
the needs of your hair.

Conditioning
Your Hair
shampooing
conditioning
deep conditioning
Deep conditioning is important If you have natural hair, then
you know that deep conditioning is a must in order to keep
your locks healthy and hydrated.
But what is deep conditioning and how do you do it? Keep
reading to find out!
Deep conditioning is a process of restoring moisture to the
hair shaft.
This is usually done by using a conditioner that is rich in
moisture and nutrients. You can deep condition your hair at
home or at a salon.
To deep condition at home, start by wetting your hair and then
applying the conditioner to your hair from root to tip.
Make sure that you evenly distribute the conditioner. Then,
cover your hair with a shower cap.
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Nourishing Your Hair
Most of us want what we don’t
have. If you’re lucky enough to
have been blessed with natural
hair, then you probably want
straight hair. If you have straight
hair, then you likely want curly
hair. And so the cycle goes. But,
there is one thing that all women
(no matter what their hair type)
want: healthy, shiny, nourished
hair.

The good news is that
there are steps you can
take to get the healthy
hair you’ve always
wanted. And, even better,
these steps don’t require
harsh chemicals or
expensive treatments. All
you need is a little TLC
and some knowledge.
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The Best Nutrients
For Natural Hair

As someone who takes pride in their natural hair, you want
to make sure that it is always healthy and looking its best.
Fortunately, there are a few key nutrients that can help to
promote healthy hair growth and keep your locks looking
lustrous. Here are the best nutrients for natural hair
health:
Protein: Protein is essential for healthy hair growth as it
provides the building blocks for new hair cells.
Foods that are rich in protein include meat, poultry, fish,
eggs, and beans.
Omega-3 fatty acids: These healthy fats are important for
keeping your scalp moist and your hair follicles strong.
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Styling Your Hair
One of the most important things you
can do for your natural hair is to learn
how to style it properly.
When your hair is styled correctly, it will
look its best and be less likely to suffer
from breakage.
Here are some tips on how to style your
natural hair:
1. Use a wide-toothed comb when
combing your hair. This will help to
prevent breakage.
2. When shampooing your hair, be sure
to use a conditioner afterwards. This will
help to keep your hair hydrated and less
likely to break.
3. When styling your hair, use products
that are specifically designed for natural
hair. These products will help to keep
your hair healthy and free from damage.
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Protective Styles

When it comes to protective styles for natural hair, the
options are endless.
From low-maintenance styles like braids and twists, to
more time-consuming styles like crochet and sew-ins,
there’s a style to suit everyone’s needs.
Not only do protective styles give your hair a break from
daily styling and manipulation, but they can also help to
promote hair growth.
If you’re looking to give your natural hair a boost, try
incorporating some protective styles into your hair care
routine.
Here are some of our favorite protective styles for
natural hair:
Box Braids: Box braids are a classic protective style
that can be worn in a variety of ways.
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Low Manipulation
Hairstyles

If you're like me, you're always looking for
ways to keep your natural hair healthy
and growing.
One way to do that is by using low
manipulation styles. Low manipulation
styles are styles that require minimal
handling of your hair.
This could be styles that are pulled back
away from your face or styles that are
quick and easy to do.
The less you handle your hair, the less
likely you are to damage it. And, when
your hair is damaged, it's more likely to
break off, which can impede growth.
So, if you're looking for ways to keep your
hair healthy and growing, try
incorporating some low manipulation
styles into your haircare routine .
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Wash
& Go

The benefits of a wash and go hairstyles are becoming
increasingly popular, especially among people with natural
hair.
There are many benefits to this type of hairstyle, including the
fact that it is low maintenance and can be done in a relatively
short amount of time.
One of the biggest benefits of a wash and go is that it is a very
healthy hairstyle for your hair. When your hair is in a style like
this, it is able to breathe and get the necessary nutrients that it
needs.
This is opposed to styles where your hair is pulled back or in a
tight bun, which can actually lead to hair loss. Another benefit
of a wash and go is that it can help you to avoid heat damage.
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How To Achieve A
Wash & Go

it can be tough to wade through all of the information to find
what actually works.
But don't worry, we're here to help. you achieve a wash and go
that will leave your natural hair looking healthy and shiny.
First things first, let's talk about what a wash and go actually is.
A wash and go is simply a hairstyle that is achieved by washing
your hair and then letting it air dry.
No heat styling or products are necessary. Now that we've got
that out.
Pre-Poo
Shampoo and condition
Apply leave in conditioner
Style as desired
A wash and go is a great option for those with natural hair who
want a low-maintenance style.
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More To Come
We hope this guide has given you
more insight and information on how
to care for your natural hair.

Chozen Rootz will be launching it's
natural haircare collection this
summer to inform you on what
products in our product line will give
you the natural hair you crave for.

Our goal is make you fall in love with
your natural hair again.

Stay Tuned!

